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In this book:

Animal Nepal proudly presents:





This report is written to explain the way the new ‘eco-friendly donkey Sanctuary’ 
has been build. We explain the materials used and the process. At the end of 
the report there will also be a chapter about maintenance for the people who are 
working with the building.

Me, Stefan Klaseboer. A 19-year old engineering student from ‘The Netherlands’ 
was approached by Lucia de Vries. She is volunteer director from Animal Nepal 
and also from the Netherlands. She asked my school ‘Windesheim’ in Zwolle if 
they had two engineering students who would like to do this project as part of an 
internship. I was they only one who applied for the internship and that’s how I got 
involved.

The interesting thing is that we have used a different kind of building method. We 
have used earthbags to construct the walls. Before I came to Nepal I never heard 
about this method, but when I got to know more about it I really liked it. Later in 
this report I will explain you why.

For me it was a wonderful learning experience to build it. I learned a lot and met 
a lot of interesting people in Nepal. Unfortunately I could not finish the building 
before going back to ‘The Netherlands’. I hope ‘Animal Nepal’ can finish the last 
part of the work and enjoy the building for a long time! 
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Image 1: Me carrying a gas-bottle on my bike
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ts When I first came in to Nepal I found out that the building team (one architect and 
one advisor) had quit there job, because they were busy with other things. So 
they didn’t had time to do the work on the new ‘eco-friendly donkey Sanctuary’.

I started out with a concept of building with earthbags and with a shape of the 
walls. From that I had to design the rest of the building. Luckily Lucia de Vries 
found a volunteer named Norbu Kalden. He had 12 years of construction experi-
ence and had also worked in Europe, so he understood me better. Norbu really 
helped me out with the design work and with the first part of the construction. 
I think that was the best part of the project! I really enjoyed that time. I’m very 
thankful that he helped me. He worked for a period of about 1,5 month. In that 
time we completed the foundation work. After that he still helped me out with a lot 
of things when he was already no longer involved in the project.

After Norbu, the company of ‘Green 
Architects’ came to help me. The 
company is leaded by; Pawan 
Shrestha. His company volunteer to 
help in many ways. The first thing 
they did is designing a roof for the 
new ‘Donkey Sanctuary’. When the 
roof was completed he also brought 
engineers to the site on a regular 
base to help me. Also with this engi-
neers I became friends. Especially 
with Anup and with Ryan. Ryan is 
not an engineer, but an architect in-
tern from ‘Green Architects’. Together 
we had a good time working on the 
project.

Also ‘Animal Nepal’ has helped me a lot. I have been alone on site for a long time 
to manage the workers and it was very difficult. They didn’t spoke English, so 
I had to call the ‘Animal Nepal’ office a few times to explain some things to the        
workers. In the last part of my stay also one office worker came to help me on 
site. He managed the communication and some other staff members where     
buying materials for us.

Image 2: Rijan (right) and me (left) together with a 
donkey on the picture at the old ‘Donkey Sanctuary’
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Many thanks to the students from the ‘Little Angels’ University in Patan. The 
students came to work at the site for one week in there winter-holiday. They did a 
good job on sifting the earth, mixing the cob and cutting the straw!

Then last but not least I want to thank the Traut-farm for their support. I really 
liked to have lunch there every day and I made some good friends there aswell. 
When I was working alone on the site with the workers, I used to go down to the 
Traut-farm for a chat, because I could not communicate with the workers at the 
site.

Together all these people made it possible to realise the new ‘eco-friendly donkey 
Sanctuary’ and they made my work a wonderful learning experience which I will 
never forget!
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Image 3: ‘Little Angels’ dancing, to mix the mud we used for plastering
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al Animal Nepal is an innovative NGO (non-government organisation) based in 
Patan (Kathmandu Valley) and is run by an enthusiastic team of Nepalese and 
overseas animal welfare campaigners and educators. They believe that through 
awareness-raising and practical interventions, widespread animal cruelty can be 
gradually reduced, and that Nepal can ultimately become a model country for 
animal welfare in the region.

Animal Nepal’s main projects on the moment are helping the sick and injured 
street dogs. Except for that Animal Nepal also works on birth control and anti-
rabies programs. In Chobar they opened a dog rehab shelter where dogs can be 
treated.

Another main project they do is caring for working equines in the brick factories 
in Kathmandu. They treat over 1000 equines and educate their owners and other 
stakeholders. Sick, injured and handicapped equines are rehabilitated by giv-
ing them up for adoption. They have set up a Donkey Sanctuary, where abused 
equines find a loving home.  1)

Because the Donkey Sanctuary is getting to small, Animal Nepal decided to build 
a new ‘eco-friendly Donkey Sanctuary’ in Badikhel. In Badikhel also the old Don-
key Sanctuary is located. The main difference with the new project is that it is 
working together with ‘The Sanctuary’. ‘The Sanctuary’ is an eco-friendly resort 
where tipi’s were build to be ‘one-with-nature’. The idea is to let the visitors also 
get in touch with the rescued donkey’s creating awareness and free publicity. 

1) Information from the Animal Nepal folder - 17 January 2014

Animal Nepal

Image 4: View on a brick-factory
Image 5: Two happy donkeys at the old ‘Donkey 
Sanctuary’
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The concept was to connect to the concept of ‘The Sanctuary’ making a eco-
friendly resort. Also Animal Nepal didn’t want to use bricks, because of the hor-
rible situations in the brick industry. So with that in mind we started looking for 
eco-friendly alternatives.

At the end we have chosen for the earthbags-method. What does that mean? 
Earthbags are like the name says; ‘Bags filled with earth’. To be more specific, we 
used recycled cement-bags of 50kg which we filled with earth. After we filled them 
we put them on the wall and tamp them into a kind of brick shaped bag. Between 
the courses we put barbed wire, preventing the bags to side of the wall. 

On the lower part of the wall we have stabilized the earthbags by adding 10%    
cement to the mix. This will prevent water from coming up inside the walls.         
Although the earthbag walls look very nice, we had to plaster the walls. The bags 
will deteriorate slowly when exposed to UV-radiation.The way we plastered the 
walls is by putting a mud plaster on the walls.

The mud plaster is a mix of sand, cow 
dung, straw and rice husk. We have 
mixed it in a pond and applied it on the 
wall. To make sure the plaster will stick 
probably to the wall, we have used a 
thin chicken wire mesh on the bags. 
Together with the straw it will act as an 
reinforcement. 

The roof is an metal roof which is 
self-bearing. That means that the roof 
is able to hold its own weight with-
out support from the walls. We have 
chosen for this concept, because the 
natural walls need a good protection 
from the rain. Earthbags is a new con-
cept and because we were not sure 
about the strength and stability of the 
walls. Also that’s why we made a self-
bearing roof.

The Design Concept

Image 6+7: (up) Applying mesh and mud-plaster 
on the walls. (Down) The self bearing roof.
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pt For the rest of the materials we tried to use at much scrap materials as possible. 

We have been searching a lot of scrap shops on the search of materials. Saving a 
lot of money and also the environment.

The round shape of the building is because it gives the earthbag walls more 
stability. Where the walls in a square shape, then we had to reinforce the walls 
more. Also the walls are now more connected to the shape of the tipi-tents of ‘The 
Sanctuary’. 

The Design Concept

Image 8+9: (Up) Apparence 
of a regular Nepali scrap-
shop. (Right) Selecting rings 
for reinforcement concrete 
foundation of the roof.
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We started to dig the foundation for the new ‘eco-friendly Donkey Sanctuary’. It 
was a challenge, because the monsoon kept on long this year. Even in Septem-
ber there was a lot of rain. Because of all the rain the trench we made was  
collapsing and the mud with high clay content became very sticky. 

When the digging work was finished we have put a layer of pebbles in the trench 
and covered it with a layer of cement. The initial idea was to make a dry rock       
foundation, but the team of ‘Green Architects’ advised us to make a self-bearing 
roof. The next thing was to find the exact position of the pillars (which was quite a 
challenge!) and cast the concrete. All of the rebars used are scrap metals, bought 
in scrap-shops.

After the pillars where cased we brought in the metal roof. It has been pre-        
fabricated in a factory and delivered near the site. On the way the truck got a few 
times stuck in electric wires and a fruit tree. A specialised team installed the roof 
and finished it on the Friday before Dashain at 7p.m.

The Building Process

Image 10: Top view of the foundation trench Image 11: Layer of pebbles

Image 12: Finding the right places for the     
pillars

Image 13: Roof stuck in a fruit-tree
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The Building Process

In the period between Dashain and Tihar (two weeks) we managed to get the 
sheets for the roof and to install them. We have chosen for a green coloured 
sheet which is from a good quality. So the lifespan of the sheet will be long.  
Because of the colour it also blends in with the landscape.

After the work on the roof was finished we started working on the walls. The first 
bags were a challenge, because none of us had worked with them before. Bag 
after bag it became easier and easier with laying and tamping the bags. Between 
the layers we put barbed wire. This will prevent the bags from sliding of each 
other. 

For the doors we have chosen recycled doors. We have bought the doors when 
we were looking for scrap metal. For the windows we bought concrete sewer pipe 
fittings. This windows are strong enough to carry the weight of the walls and are 
not so expensive. The only thing we had to do was drilling holes and fit in rebars 
to prevent animals and people to come through.

Image 14: Roof work completed Image 15: Test bags

Image 16: Placing front door Image 17: Drilling holes in windows
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The Building Process

When the walls came up on height, we started with plastering the walls with an 
earthen plaster. The mix contains: mud, straw, rice husk and cow dunk. We mixed 
it in a pit and let it ‘rot’ for a few days before applying. On the wall we first put a 
mesh wire to give the plaster some extra strength.

For the interior work we use treated bamboo. We made two extra floors for the 
storage of straw. We have chosen for treated bamboos, because of the extended 
life span. On the long term it will be cheaper, but now it has been a big investment 
getting the bamboos.

To finish the top part between the roof and walls we have chosen for the short-
term solution to use a bamboo framing and apply a strong agriculture plastic. For 
the long-term we close the space with woven bamboo. This will be more durable, 
more esthetical and stronger. The reason for the short term solution is because it 
is winter and the donkeys need to go to the new shelter quick. The old Sanctuary 
is on top of his capacity right now.

Image 18: Applying the plaster Image 19: Interior work
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Using the Building/Maintenance

To make sure that the building has a long lifespan it’s very important to use the 
building in a good way. The shelter is built by using a natural building technique. 
That is why it is more vulnerable. The main problem is when the walls are getting 
too wet. This should be prevented as much as possible.

When using the building the ground will become dirty from the donkeys pooping 
and peeing on the ground. The top layer of soil should be replaced ones every 
while. Under the top soil is a layer of pebbles. Keep this layer intact! It will act a 
drainage layer. Under the pebbles we leveled the ground in such a way that water 
will not touch the walls, but sink in to the ground.

When putting in a new layer of dirt make sure that at the walls the soil comes up a 
bit. This will prevent that the pee will flow against the walls. If there are still pools 
of water inside you can use of French drainpipe in the floor to upgrade the   
drainage system.

Outside it’s also important to keep water from touching the walls. At the   
dripping zones there will be a trench filled with pebbles. Make sure that this trench 
is clean, so water can easily flow trough.  Between the wall and the trench the 
layer of pebbles should be thick enough to prevent the soil under the pebbles to 
splash up and to flow away.

Also it is important to keep the plasterwork into a good condition. The plaster will 
slowly disappear from the wall due to rainfall. In that case you can simply apply a 
new layer on top of the old one. In case of cracks (inevitable) you can fill up the 
cracks with mud.
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Information

In the start of the building process I wasn’t well known with earthbags. To find the 
information I have read a few very good books. They were very useful. These 
were the books:

 - Earthbag building, the tools, tricks and techniques by Kaki Hunter and   
    Donald Kiffmeyer
   ISBN no.: 0-86571-507-6

 -Earthbag Building Guide by Owen Geiger
   ISBN no.: unknown (e-book)

Thanks to these books I gained enough knowledge to be able to complete this 
project! 
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